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Random ideas for every photographer.

You can be touched by light, but you can’t touch it.

To create interesting light, you have to create interesting shadows. 

There are two types of photographers—documentarian and pictorialist.

You are not remembered for the gear you used, but by the photographs you created.

Choose to be a photographer and not a retoucher.

Your best photograph is still out there.
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I

I am a photographer, not a retoucher.

The Handbook is a book about flash pho-

tography and not a book about lighting via 

Photoshop. Unless an image specifically states 

that it has been retouched in post-production, 

you can assume that it is as it came from my 

camera.

My view is that I am a photographer who hap-

pens to use Lightroom and Photoshop. I’m not 

really great at either—nor do I feel that I need 

to be great at driving software. I am a photog-

rapher. I hope you decide that you are too.

Pay attention to the sidebars.

Throughout the Handbook, you will find bits 

of information tucked into sidebars. There are 

three main types of sidebars, which you can 

tell apart by their colors.

WELCOME SPEEDLITER!

If you shoot with a Canon camera and want to 

learn how to use Speedlites, then welcome to 

the Speedliter’s Handbook. Since we’re going 

to be spending a lot of time together, I want to 

share my perspective on the book.

This is a book about how I shoot.

The Handbook presents my approach to light-

ing with Canon Speedlites and the techniques I 

use in my work. If you’ve been shooting for any 

length of time, don’t be surprised if occasion-

ally you think, “I’d do this differently.” Ask any 

three experienced photographers how they 

would approach a situation and you’ll likely get 

five answers. We’re just this way.

For the record, this project was not supported 

by, nor is it endorsed by, Canon. Sure, I oc-

casionally received technical information from 

friends in various divisions at Canon. If you’ve 

ever read a Canon user manual, you’ll under-

stand why I had questions. 

Know from the outset that while I’m proud to 

be a Canonista, I’m not shy about sharing my 

criticism of the Canon system when it could 

be better. Likewise, I am not hesitant to share 

praise when it’s warranted. There are many 

things that Canon Speedlites do brilliantly.

The How and Why of the Handbook.

The Handbook is a book you should have if 

you want to thoroughly explore the vast po-

tential of Canon’s Speedlite system. If you are 

looking for a quick read, I’m not your guy.

That said, it’s best if you do not try to read the 

Handbook cover-to-cover. Rather, I encourage 

you to pick it up and put it down many times. 

If you are a novice with Speedlites, then start 

with Chapter 0, Quick Start Guide To Speedlit-
ing, so that you can start shooting as you work 

your way through the book. If you know the 

basics and want to jump into a single topic, 

then dive right in to that specific chapter. 

1

SPEEDLITER’S TIP

—Insights I Share With Friends—

I hope that you will read every Speedliter’s Tip. My goal is 

to provide direct insights into how I shoot. When you are 

just flipping through the book, feel free to just stop at the 

red boxes.

GEEK SPEAK

—Random Technical Bits—

A Geek Speak provides technical insights that you’ll want to 

explore if you need to know every last detail. If you prefer to 

avoid technical jargon, then feel free to skip them.

SPEEDLITER’S JARGON

—The Lingo Every Speedliter Needs To Know—

Learning photography is like learning a foreign language. If 

you stick with it long enough, you will become fluent. Along 

the way, there are many words you need to know. I’ve placed 

the big concepts in the green boxes.

For all the other words I think you should know, head straight 

back to Appendix 1: Gang Slang For Speedliters.



Figure 3.1  

Three Speedlites, one each gelled with pure 

red, pure green, and pure blue, are fired into 

the corner of my studio ceiling—as a demon-

stration of the additive primaries. At the center, 

you can see patches of cyan, magenta, and 

yellow—the subtractive primaries, which are 

created when red, green, and blue merge.

The Short Version

Light follows some pretty specific rules about how it 

bounces around the universe. Speedliters don’t need to 

be physicists, but understanding a few basic principles 

will help you understand why your Speedliting looks or 

doesn’t look how you want it to.
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COLOR…PRIMARILY

Time to set the record straight on several ac-

counts. First—and contrary to what you learned 

in kindergarten—red, blue, and yellow are not 

the primary colors. Second, there actually is no 

such thing as white light. Don’t worry; revealing 

the truth won’t cause the world to implode. It’s 

been this way forever. 

Are We Talking About Light Or Pigment?

When talking about primary colors, you need 

to decide if you are talking about light or 

pigment—as in “Are you photographing a land-

scape or painting it?” Light and pigment each 

have their own set of primaries. Red, blue, and 

yellow are not found as a group in either.

The additive primaries relate to the color of 

light. They are red, green, and blue. As you’ll 

read in a moment, we can mix various combi-

nations of red, green, and blue light to come 

up with all the colors in the rainbow.

The subtractive primaries relate to the color of 

pigments (paint, ink, dyes, etc.). They are cyan, 

magenta, and yellow. Cyan is a bright blue, 

bordering on turquoise. Magenta is ultra-pink. 

Yellow is, well…at least they got that right in 

kindergarten.

Additive and subtractive primaries, 

which is which? To keep the two groups 

of primaries straight, just ask yourself 

what you have to do to get to white. 

If you have no light, it’s black, right? So, to 

create white light, you add equal parts of 

red, green, and blue. When you do, as shown 

in Figure 3.2, you get light that we perceive 

as white. 

Now what happened in kindergarten when you 

smeared your red, blue, and yellow fingerpaint 

all together? You got a messy shade of brown 

or gray—which would have been black if the 

pigments had been pure shades of cyan, ma-

genta, and yellow. So, what do you have to do 

to get from black paint back to white paper? 

You have to remove (subtract) all the colors. 

Now you can remember that cyan, magenta, 

and yellow are the subtractive primaries.

Figure 3.2 The additive primaries—red, green, and blue—

are the primary colors of light. You can remember that the 

additive primaries relate to light because when added 

together, they create white light.

Figure 3.3 The subtractive primaries—cyan, magenta, and 

yellow—are the primary colors of inks. You can remember 

that the subtractive primaries relate to pigment because 

when subtracted completely, you have white paper.
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TAKING COLOR’S TEMPERATURE

For the most part, as far as I see it, a piece of 

white paper looks white regardless of whether 

I’m viewing it by candlelight, noon sun, or in 

open shade. Yet film or the sensor in your 

digital camera could record the white of the 

paper differently. Making white appear white 

has to do with the color temperature of the 

light source, and how that color temperature is 

recorded by the camera.

There’s A Good Reason To Think 

About Color Temperature

As Speedliters we’ll spend a lot of time talking 

about white balance. What we’re really talking 

about is matching our camera settings to the 

color temperature of our light sources. 

You know that the color of daylight is different 

just before sunset than it is at noon. This is an 

example of an easy-to-see difference in color 

temperature. 

Many times the difference in color temperature 

is more subtle, but recognizing that difference 

is very important in terms of making a well-

crafted photograph. Did you also know that 

the color temperature of daylight is different 

when you’re looking at something in full sun 

than when you’re looking at it in full shade? In

shade, the color of daylight is a bit bluer than 

direct sunlight because the light in the shady 

area has arrived there indirectly after bouncing 

off the molecules in the atmosphere.

Color Temperature Is A Matter Of Degrees

Color temperature is measured on a precise 

scale that describes the warmth or coolness 

of the light produced by a given source. The 

increments of color temperature are Kelvins,

a.k.a. K (it’s not proper to say “degrees Kelvin”). 

Lower numbers, those below 5000K, represent 

warmer (orange) colors. Higher numbers, those 

above 5000K, represent cooler (blue) colors. 

The farther below or the higher above 5000K

you go, the more intense the warmth or cool-

ness becomes. Light in the middle of the scale 

is not particularly warm or cool. 

Now don’t get confused. The way to remember 

that lower Kelvins are warm colors and higher 

Kelvins are cool colors is to think about the 

color of a candle flame. At its base (the lower 

part), the candle flame is yellow. At the top of 

the flame (the higher part), it burns blue. 

Getting To White, It’s A Matter Of Balance

As Speedliters, we need to know about the 

color temperature of our light source—either 

because we need to neutralize its effect or 

because we want to re-create it.

Unless you want to dive off into the depths 

of color theory, there are just a few reference 

points you need to remember about color tem-

perature. On Canon DSLRs:

Shade = 7000K

Flash = 6000K

Cloudy = 6000K

Daylight = 5200K

White Fluorescent = 4000K

Tungsten = 3200K

When you set the white balance on your camera 

to a specific setting, the camera tries to keep 

white looking white by adding the opposite color 

bias to the file. For example, tungsten light is 

more orange than daylight. So when you change 

your camera to a tungsten white balance, it actu-

ally adds a blue cast to the image to compen-

sate. The difference between Flash and Cloudy 

is that Flash adds a very subtle shift towards 

magenta that Cloudy does not.

SPEEDLITER’S TIP

—Go With AWB: Auto White Balance—

In my opinion, Canon has had great Auto White Balance 

technology for a long time. Unless I am working under a 

specific lighting condition, such as incandescent (a type of 

tungsten) lamps, then I will leave my camera set to AWB. If 

a small correction is necessary after the capture, I can make 

it quickly in Lightroom. 

The other situation where I will select a specific color 

balance on the camera is when I want to skew the color 

balance for creative purposes as described opposite.

SPEEDLITER’S HANDBOOK40



Figure 3.4 Daylight white balance, Tom (son #1) lit 

with bare Speedlite. Color balance appears neutral.

Figure 3.5 Tungsten white balance and bare Speed-

lite. Tom has a blue cast due to the color imbalance.

Figure 3.6 Tungsten white balance and CTO gel over 

Speedlite. Tom appears neutral and the sky is a rich 

blue—known as tungsten blue.

Creative Manipulation Of 

Color Temperature

As a Speedliter, always remember that the 

color temperature of your Speedlites is about 

the same as daylight. As you’ll read in Chapter 

20, Gelling For Effect, you can use this knowl-

edge for creative purposes. 

Here’s an example. You just read that the 

tungsten white balance setting of your camera 

adds a blue cast to the image. This helps white 

appear white under the orange tint of tungsten 

lights. What happens if you shoot under sun-

light with a tungsten white balance? (For my 

fellow old-schoolers, I’ll ask: what would hap-

pen when you shot tungsten film outdoors?) 

The whole image has a blue cast to it, right?

Okay. So what would happen if we then came 

back with our camera still set to a tungsten 

white balance and lit our main subject with a 

tungsten light source or, since we are Speedli-

ters, with an orange-tinted (CTO) gel over our 

daylight-balanced Speedlites? We end up with 

a good white balance on our subject and a 

super-blue sky.

Take a look at the three images at right. The 

differences between them were created by 

changing the white balance in the camera and 

by adding a gel to the Speedlite

 � Figure 3.4 is in balance with the camera 

set to daylight white balance and an un-

gelled Speedlite.

 � Figure 3.5 is out of balance. The camera 

has been changed to tungsten white bal-

ance and the Speedlite remains ungelled.

 � Figure 3.6 is in balance. The camera is still 

in tungsten white balance. A CTO gel has 

been added to the Speedlite which shifts it 

to the color of tungsten light.
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INCIDENCE INCIDENTALLY

Knowing that light bounces off an object at the 

same angle it came in from is a valuable insight 

for Speedliters. This simple principle helps us 

create or avoid reflections of light sources in 

our photos.

Light On The Straight And Narrow

Photographers should always think that light’s 

direction is straightforward. For the vast major-

ity of us who are not advanced physicists, it’s 

safe to say that light travels in a straight line. 

Einstein and his academic descendants would 

say that light travels in a wave when it’s not 

acting like a particle, and that it can be bent 

by gravity. But hey, we’re photographers, not 

physicists, so let’s stick with the straight-line 

approach.

Light will travel in a straight line until it 

hits something. When it hits an object, 

light will bounce off it or be absorbed 

by it—or do a bit of each.

Mirror, Mirror…

The handy thing about light always traveling 

in a straight line is that it’s easy to predict. 

When light bounces off an object, it does so at 

the same angle that it came in at. Technically 

stated, the angle of reflection equals the angle
of incidence.

An easy way to understand this is to stand 

in front of a mirror. When you are exactly in 

front of it, what—actually, who—do you see 

in the mirror? Now, step a little bit to the side 

and what do you see in the mirror? Now, step 

farther to the side and what do you see? The 

change of what you see in the mirror is a clear 

demonstration of how the angle of incidence 

(the light heading in) is the same as the angle 

of reflection (the light heading out).

Here is a real-world example you will ex-

perience again and again as a Speedliter—

eyeglasses. If you’re doing a headshot and 

the eyeglasses fill with glare, then you need 

to change the angle of incidence to remove 

the reflection. You can move the light source, 

tilt the head or glasses just a bit, or move the 

camera so that it does not see the reflection.

Figure 3.7 By keeping the umbrella high enough to 

come in to Tom’s face at a 45º, I was able to keep 

the reflection out of the large sunglasses.

Figure 3.8 When I dropped the umbrella too low, it 

appeared in the sunglasses. Also note how Tom’s 

face appears flat because it lacks strong shadows.
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Figure 3.9 Direct reflection creates glare in the sur-

face of the liquid and metallic surfaces.

Figure 3.10 By inserting a diffusion panel in front of 

the light, the direct reflection has been tamed. Notice 

also in both shots that the tone of the tablecloth 

remains the same. Even when lit directly, the fabric 

provided a diffuse reflection.

Figure 3.11 The placement of the 42" Lastolite Skylite 

panel with diffusion fabric.

Direct Vs. Diffuse Reflection

It’s easy to understand how light bounces off 

a reflective surface like a mirror. What about 

a matte surface, like a piece of paper? Does

the angle of reflection still equal the angle of 

incidence? More specifically, why are you not 

blinded when reading a newspaper outdoors 

in full sun?

The answer lies in the surface of the paper. If

you look at it microscopically, you would see 

that it is rough. The light is still reflecting off at 

an angle equal to the angle of incidence. It’s 

just that the text of the paper gives it surfaces 

that face many directions.

The shots at right provide a good example of 

the difference between direct reflection and 

diffuse reflection. Figure 3.9 was lit directly by 

an incandescent bulb in a silver reflector. In

fact, you can see it reflecting in the surface of 

the olive oil. The liquid surface of the oil and 

the metallic surfaces of the knife and plate all 

create direct reflections.

Figure 3.10 is the exact same shot with the 

addition of a Lastolite Skylite panel between 

the light and the plate (as shown in Figure 3.11). 

I’m sure you’ve noted that the glare on the 

olive oil, silver knife and gold plate is no longer 

a problem. The 42″ diffusion panel replaced 

the 6″ reflector as the light source—sending 

light from multiple angles rather than just one.

Just as important, did you also notice in the 

upper corners of the photos that the brightness 

of the tablecloth did not change? It remains the 

same tone of medium-gray. This is because the 

textured surface of the fabric provides a diffuse 

reflection—even when lit directly. 
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Figure 3.12 Direct sunlight creates a dark shadow 

with sharply defined (hard) edges. Notice also that 

the contrast between the black shoes and the glare 

off the concrete is beyond the dynamic range of the 

camera. The subtle tones of the stockings and black 

leather are compressed into a sillhouette. 

Figure 3.13 The placement of a Lastolite Skylite 

panel creates very soft shadows because the light is 

now coming at the shoes from many angles. Notice 

also that the subtle difference in dark tones between 

the stockings and shoes has been captured.

Figure 3.14 The set after the diffusion panel was 

placed. The lone Speedlite (at left) was positioned 

extra high to provide a bit of fill light that fell off 

sharply.

SOFT LIGHT PROVES THAT
SIZE IS RELATIVE

When it comes to controlling the look of light 

you create, the size of your light source should 

be your first consideration. It’s more than pos-

sible to make large sources seem small and 

small sources appear large. Remember that 

size is relative; it changes as the distance be-

tween the source and the subject changes.

Consider Your Shadow’s Edge

The sun is the largest object in our solar 

system, yet Earth’s distance from it makes it 

appear relatively small in our sky. On a sunny 

day, your shadow has a hard edge. That de-

fined edge to your shadow is created because 

the sunlight hitting you is coming from a single 

direction. Another way to say it is that you 

have a hard shadow because the sun’s rays 

are parallel when they hit you.

What happens to your shadow on a cloudy 

day? It gets fuzzy or disappears completely. 

Why? When a layer of clouds moves across the 

sun, the sunlight hits the clouds and they effec-

tively become your light source. Since they are 

much bigger—relative to your size—the light 

hits you from many angles. A shadow created 

by light coming from one angle is filled by light 

coming from another angle. The more angles 

of approach, the softer the shadows become.
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Big Is Not Always Big

If you are familiar with a softbox, you know 

that it is a big light source. When you use it 

up close, it creates soft light. What happens if 

you move a softbox far away? Its apparent size 

relative to the subject becomes smaller.

As the apparent size of a light source gets 

smaller, the directionality of its light increases. 

Move a large source far enough away and it 

will eventually become a small light source. 

Again, the sun is an example of how distance 

from a large source can make its apparent size 

become much smaller.

Making Speedlites Appear Larger 

Is A Big Part Of Speedliting

Don’t fret. Despite the fact that the face of a 

Speedlite is just a few square inches, there are 

many ways to make it seem bigger. Here are a 

few:

 � Bounce your Speedlite into a reflective 

umbrella

 � Fire your Speedlite through a satin 

umbrella

 � Shoot your Speedlite through a softbox

 � Fire it through a diffusion panel

 � Bounce it off your hand, a wall, or a ceiling

 � Fire several Speedlites together from dif-

ferent angles

Figure 3.15 In this shot, the Lastolite Ezybox Speed-

Lite was actually just inside the frame. (You don’t see 

it because it was black.) Notice that the neck shad-

ows are extremely soft. Also notice that that there is 

a dramatic difference between the cheek highlights 

and the skintones across the collarbone. This chiar-

oscuro happens when the light source is pushed in 

very close.

Figure 3.16 Moving the softbox out to about 12′
reduces its apparent size and increases the hard-

ness of the light slightly. Notice that the shadows on 

the neck are sharper. Also, because of the greater 

distance, the light is more even across the face (see 

pages 48–49 for more information on why).
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FALLING OFF, OR HOW TO LOVE
THE INVERSE SQUARE LAW

Do not repeat after me: “The intensity of light 

from a point source falling upon a subject is 

inversely proportional to the square of the 

distance from the source.” 

The Inverse Square Law has intimidated and 

befuddled more photographers than any other 

aspect of our craft. You don’t have to under-

stand the math. You do need to know what it 

means.

A Way To Visualize The Inverse 

Square Law In Action

Put yourself in this image. You are in a huge, 

empty room. No. Bigger than that. I mean re-

ally huge. There is no light, except for a lone 

light bulb magically shining in the middle of 

this huge space. Equally magical is your ability 

to move anywhere in this room you want with 

ease. Yes, I mean you can fly. 

So, fly up to the bulb and pull out that handy 

12″ square white tile you’ve been carrying 

around in your pocket. Take a look at how 

bright the tile is when you are close to the 

bulb. Now, fly a good distance away. You can 

barely see the tile. 

Being the curious sort that you are, you fly to 

the bulb and away from the bulb in all direc-

tions. You discover that the phenomenon is the 

same no matter what direction you head. Near

the bulb, the tile is bright. Far away, your tile is 

hidden in darkness.

What happened to the light? You’ve just wit-

nessed the Inverse Square Law in action. As

light spreads out, it gets dimmer. 

The funny thing is, because of the way our 

eyes are wired to our brain, we don’t always 

see the loss in brightness because our pupils 

dilate as the light dims—so the appearance of 

brightness remains. Your camera works differ-

ently. Unless you open up the aperture, slow 

the shutter, or increase the ISO, it will record 

the light as being dimmer.
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Figure 3.17 The Inverse Square Law, as intimidating as it may sound, helps photographers understand why light 

gets dimmer as it gets farther from the source. In the illustration above, the intensity of the light at 2′ is 1⁄4 as 

bright as it is at 1′. Likewise, the intensity of the light at 3′ is 1⁄9 as bright as it is at 1′.



SPEEDLITER’S TIP

—The Subject-To-Light Distance Matters Most—

This may sound a bit strange—the distance between your 

subject and the lights is what determines the exposure, not 

the distance between the subject and your camera. 

Now, I should say that I’m assuming that you did not skip 

over Chapter 0, Quick Start Guide To Speedliting. So you 

know how I feel about on-camera flash. Put another way, I’m 

making the assumption here that the main light source hitting 

your subject is not parked on top of your camera. 

Let’s say that I have two Speedlites, each on their own stand, 

on either side of my subject. I get everything dialed in for 

a nice, tight headshot. I’m standing, as you can see below, 

just a few feet from the subject.

Then, for the heck of it, I back up 15′ and take another shot. 

You’ll note that the Speedlites on the stands are still where 

they were—only the camera has moved. So, I zoom in and 

take virtually the same headshot at the exact same exposure. 

See, there’s no need to change the exposure if the distance 

between the subject and lights does not change.

So why, if I’m shooting in an automatic mode, like Av, does 

the camera sometimes think that it needs to change the 

exposure when I move my position? Well, it’s not because I 

changed position—it’s because I changed the composition. 

When I moved, but zoomed back to the previous crop, then 

the exposure did not change. If I make a significant change to 

the scene, then the camera sees new data when metering.
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The Inverse Square 

Law Is Trying To Tell 

Us Something

What happened to the 

light from the magic bulb 

as you moved away is that 

it spread out. As it spread 

out, the photons got farther 

and farther apart. When

there were fewer photons 

hitting your tile, it looked 

darker and darker as you 

moved away from the light 

source.

The Inverse Square Law

tells us how much darker 

the tile will be as you move 

away. Here we go with a 

little math. If you think of 

the math as a shot at the 

doctor’s office, it won’t hurt 

that much. You know, “just 

a little prick.”

Specifically, if you look at the 12″ x 12″ white 

tile when it is one foot from the light and then 

look at it when it’s 2′ from the light, you will 

see that it is one-fourth as bright. Move the 

tile out to 3′, and you’ll see that it is one-ninth 

as bright as it was at 1′. I know, the numbers 

sound crazy. 

There’s a reason that the difference from 1′ to 

2′ away is one-fourth as bright and not one-

half as bright, as you’d expect: the light has to 

spread vertically as well as horizontally at the 

same time. You can see this happening in Fig-

ure 3.17 on the opposite page.

So the photons that were hitting your 12″ x 12″
tile 1′ from the light spread out to a 24″ x 24″
square when they are 2′ from the source. As

they moved another foot away, the photons 

spread out to a 36″ x 36″ square. At every step 

of the way, the photons spread farther apart. 

As photons spread apart, light gets dimmer.

Figure 3.18  Your 

white tile with the 

magic light bulb 1′, 
2′, and 3′ away.



THINKING ABOUT FLASH-TO-

SUBJECT DISTANCE AS STOPS

Here is the Inverse Square Law in action: when 

you double the distance between the light and 

the subject, the illumination is one-fourth as 

bright. So, in terms of stops, what is the differ-

ence in brightness when a light is 3′ versus 6′
away? It’s two stops.

Did you say one stop? Remember, every 

time the light is cut in half, that is a one-stop 

change. One-fourth as bright is a two-stop dif-

ference because the brightness is cut in half 

twice. Full power x 50% = 1⁄2 power (first stop 

of reduction). Moving on, 1⁄2 power x 50% = 1⁄4

power (second stop of reduction).

1.4—The Photographer’s Magic Number

Since you’ve hung in this far, would you like 

to know how far you have to move a light to 

get a one-stop reduction in light? The quick 

answer is 1.4 times your current distance. Huh? 

It has to do with the square root of 2, which is 

1.412421…. If you’re not a math fan, just remem-

ber the 1.4 part.

So, if you measure the light 1′ from the source, 

then at 1.4’ it will be one stop dimmer. Using

the round numbers that photographers are so 

fond of, you’ll be at the next full-stop reduction 

at 1.4′ x 1.4, which is 2′, then 2.8′, then 4′, then 

5.6′, then 8′, then 11′…. Have you picked up on 

the pattern? They are the same intervals as 

full-stop apertures on your camera. I’ve laid it 

out to scale for you just below in Figure 3.19.
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The F-Stop Yardstick

Here is another reason to memorize the whole- 

stop increments listed on page 23 in Figure

2.4—you can used them as a yardstick (meter 

stick for my friends overseas). Memorize the 

whole f-stops and apply them to any increment 

you want—inches, feet, or meters. You will 

have a valuable lighting tool for making impor-

tant decisions.

The F-Stop Yardstick, shown below, will help 

you visualize how quickly or slowly light falls 

off. You can see that if your subject’s cheek 

is 1′ from the light, then at 1.4′ (about 17″), the 

light will be one stop darker  —that’s a change in 

distance of only 5″. Conversely, if your subject 

is 11′ from the light, then it takes another 5′ for 

the light to fall off one stop.

Putting The Inverse Square 

Law To Work…Creatively

If you remember nothing else about the In-

verse Square Law, remember this: 

The closer your light source is to your 

subject, the more dramatic the falloff 

will be. Likewise, the farther you place 

your light from the subject the more 

even the light will be.

Figure 3.19 (below) The F-Stop Yardstick will help 

you visualize how quickly or slowly light falls off. For 

instance, if your subject’s cheek is 1' from the light, 

then at 1.4' (about 17"), the light will be one stop 

darker. At 2', the light will be two stops darker. 

Figure 3.20 (opposite, top) Conscripted once again, 

my three boys—Tom, Vin, and Tony—demonstrate the 

F-Stop Yardstick. In this shot, the lone Speedlite is 4' 

from Tom. As you can see, when the light finally gets 

to Tony, it has dimmed considerably. If you check the 

F-Stop Yardstick below you can see that the falloff 

from 4' to 9'—the width of the lads—is more than 

2-stops across.

Figure 3.21 (opposite, bottom) For this shot, I pulled 

the Speedlite out to 16'—which reduced the falloff to 

less than a stop. I did have to increase the power of 

my Speedlite by 4 stops to accommodate the falloff 

between it and the boys. This was a fair trade for the 

improvement in the light.

1′

-1

1.4′

-2

2′

-3

2.8′

-4

4′

-5

5.6′

-6

8′

-7

11′

Light
Source

Loss In 
Stops From 1′

Distance

Figure 3.20—width of subjects

Falloff is about 21⁄3 stops
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GEEK SPEAK

—Proving That 1.4 Is The Magic Number—

You can prove for yourself that 1.4 is the photographer’s 

magic number with a tape measure, a Speedlite, a flash 

meter, and two stands. 

Set your Speedlite up on one stand and your flash meter 

on the other. They should be at the same height. Stretch 

out a long tape measure and center the Speedlite over the 

end. Now center the flash meter at 1′. With your Speedlite 

in Manual mode at full power, fire away. I used the non-cord 

mode on my Minolta Flash Meter IV. If the reading is too high 

for the meter, either lower the ISO setting on the meter or 

lower the power on the Speedlite. I worked the power down 

so that at 1′ the f/stop on the meter was f/64. 

Now move the flash meter stand and center it on each of the 

intervals listed on the F-Stop Yardstick. Fire the Speedlite at 

the same power level as before (consistency is really important 

for this demonstration). The flash meter reading will drop in 

one-stop increments. You’ve just proved that a 1.4x increase 

in distance equals a one stop decrease in light.

For best results, I suggest that you do this in an open field 

at night rather than indoors so that you’re getting the light 

directly from the flash and not off a wall.

-8

16′

-9

22′
Figure 3.21—width of subjects

Falloff is about 3⁄4 stop
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1st-curtain sync, 84

2nd-curtain sync, 84–85, 276–277

35-zone meters, 30

63-zone meters, 30

A

A:B ratios, 127, 140–143

A:B C ratios, 127, 144–145, 148

A:B:C ratios, 127, 148

A+B+C ratios, 127, 148

acrylic gel holder, 286

action photography

gang lighting for, 323–325, 330–331

High-Speed Sync for, 302–305

Manual flash mode and, 95

stroboscopic flash and, 353, 356–359

adapters

hot shoe, 120–121

swivel, 206

umbrella, 190

AE Lock button, 112

AF-Assist beam emitter

on Speedlite flashes, 72, 74

on Speedlite Transmitter ST-E2, 78

air-cushioned stand, 210

alkaline batteries, 218, 220

ambient light, 4–5, 50–59

candlelight and, 254

clues provided by, 51

color of, 58

controlling in flash exposures, 53–56

determining the role of, 51–52

dimming, 310–317

direction of, 57

dragging the shutter for, 55, 56, 86

E-TTL flash mode and, 104

evaluating with your camera, 4, 100

Exposure Compensation and, 5, 324

faking with flash, 59

ISO setting and, 56

key light vs., 51

Manual flash mode and, 100

matching flash to, 57–59

shutter speed and, 8, 53, 54–56, 244, 310

sources of, 51

unwanted, 52

American Society of Media Photographers 

(ASMP), 337

angle of light

horizontal, 61

vertical, 66

aperture

depth of field and, 24

explanation of, 22

f/stops and, 22, 23

flash exposures and, 8, 53–54

increment settings for, 23

power level setting vs., 56

shutter speed and, 26–27

See also f/stops

Aperture Priority (Av) mode, 4, 28

example of shooting in, 29

situations for using, 100

Apollo softbox, 193, 199, 270

APS-C sensors, 111

APS-H sensors, 111

Arias, Zack, 240

arts festival, 346–347

assistants, 336, 337

Auto Power Off feature, 134, 372

Auto white balance (AWB), 32, 33, 40, 283

Auto Zoom option, 88, 314, 346

Automatic Fill Reduction, 105

automotive events, 344–345

Av mode. See Aperture Priority (Av) mode

Avenger products

C-Stand, 211

grip gear, 210

Scissor Clamp, 208

B

backgrounds

bouncing light to, 91

de-emphasizing with HSS, 300

single Speedlite for lighting, 239

backlighting

event photography using, 344

fill flash used with, 105

bare bulbs, 169

batteries, 71, 216–223

best AA, 220

buying, 221

carrying, 223

charging, 222–223

CP-E4 Battery Pack, 221

criteria for choosing, 217

how to manage, 221

problem with mixing, 221

rechargeable, 219, 220
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single-use, 218

torture test of, 217

battery caddies, 223

battery chargers, 222–223

battery compartment

on Speedlite flashes, 73, 74, 76

on Speedlite Transmitter ST-E2, 78

battery packs, 156, 221, 349

battery-powered strobes, 157

beauty dishes, 198–199

compared to other mods, 199

product overview, 198, 199

big light modifiers, 185

black nets, 200

blinking subjects, 106

booms and boom stands, 213

bounce angle, 73, 74, 76

bounce cards, 181

bounce reflectors, 170–171

bouncing light, 90

brackets. See flash brackets

Broad lighting, 228

built-in modifiers, 166

Bulb (B) exposure mode, 28, 29

bungies, 215

Butterfly lighting, 231

C

CalColor Primary gels, 285

camera hot shoe adapter, 121

Camera User Settings, 28

cameras. See digital cameras

candlelight, 254–255

Canon EOS 7D pop-up flash

activating as master, 129

channel selection using, 135

disabling/enabling as master, 131

Canon Speedlites. See Speedlites

capacitor, 71

Captured by the Light (Ziser), 339

car events, 344–345

Cardellini Clamp, 207

catchlight panel, 72, 166

Center-Weighted metering mode, 31

Channel select button, 79

channels, 127, 134–135

character of light, 14–15

charging batteries, 222–223

Cheetah products

Beauty Dish, 198

Speed Pro bracket, 196

chiaroscuro, 15

Chimera Speed Ring, 196

Cinch Strap, 167

Cinefoil, 182

clamps, 207, 208

clamshell lighting, 262–263

classic three-light setup, 260–261

classical portrait lighting, 226–237

Cloudy white balance, 32

cold shoes, 205

collapsible disk reflectors, 200

collapsible umbrellas, 189

color

creating mood with, 266–267

limits to capturing, 18

theatrical, 281, 284

types of primary, 39

color balance, 281, 283

See also white balance settings

color cast, 32

color correction gels, 281, 282–283, 285

color effect (theatrical) gels, 281, 284, 285

color effects

gels for creating, 281, 284, 285

white balance settings and, 33, 283

color intensity, 292

color of light, 19, 39

color temperature, 15, 40–41

creative manipulation of, 41

fluorescent light, 160

gels for adjusting, 282–283

manually setting, 32

matching flash to ambient, 58

post-capture adjustment of, 33

scale for measuring, 40

white balance and, 40

Combi-Boom Stand, 213

compact fluorescent lamps (CFLs), 158

composition

checking in LCD display, 35

FEL feature for alternate, 113

focus targets for reframing, 111

compression, 25

concert photography, 342

conditioning mode, 223

consistency of light, 15

contrast

histograms of, 36

light and, 15

convertible umbrellas, 188

Copy lighting, 232

CP-E4 Compact Battery Pack, 221

Creative Auto (CA) mode, 28

C-stands, 211, 214, 274
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CTB gels, 281, 285

CTO gels, 281, 285, 287

CTS gels, 161

custom functions, 372–373

Custom white balance, 32

D

daylight

dimming to night, 310–317

See also sunlight

Daylight white balance, 32, 283, 288

dedolights, 159

depth of field (DOF), 24–25

aperture and, 24

lens focal length and, 25

tip for remembering, 24

diffuse reflections, 43

diffuser panel, 72, 74, 88, 166

diffusion panels, 200–201

digital cameras

automatic modes on, 4

color range of, 18

dynamic range of, 17

E-TTL technology in, 104

evaluating ambient light with, 4, 100

exposure modes on, 28–29

FEC adjustments via, 109

histogram in, 35–37

light seen by, 16–19

Speedlite controls on, 87, 98–99

white balance of, 19

Digital Wedding Forum (DWF), 339

dimming the sun, 310–317

High-Speed Sync for, 311

reviewing options for, 311

shutter speed for, 312–313, 316

Zoom settings for, 314–315, 316

direct reflections, 43

direction of light, 14, 57

disabled masters, 127, 130–131

distance

flash-to-subject, 48–49

Manual flash mode and, 94

subject-to-light, 47, 48–49

DMV lighting, 229

dome diffusers, 9, 168–169

Flashpoint Q Series, 169

Sto-Fen Omni-Bounce, 168, 194, 340

Dorn, Bruce, 197

dragging the shutter, 55, 56, 86

drama of light, 15

dramatic color, 284

drop-ceiling scissor clamp, 208

dynamic range, 17

E

Edison, Thomas, 220

Einstein monolight, 322

elastic bungies, 215

Elinchrom

EL Skyports radio trigger, 125

Octa softbox, 191

Quadra RX/Ranger RX, 157

enabled masters, 130–131

Eneloop batteries, 220

E-TTL cords, 9, 116–117, 127

long and extra-long, 117, 259

off-camera masters using, 150

options for using, 116

triggering flash using, 339

E-TTL flash mode, 81, 82, 102–113

digital cameras supporting, 104

event photography and, 338

exposure modes and, 107

fill flash using, 105

Flash Exposure Compensation and, 6–7, 

108–111

Flash Exposure Lock and, 112–113

limitations of, 106

Manual flash mode vs., 6, 94

mechanics of, 104–105

metering zones and, 104–105

mixing wireless manual with, 148–149

off-camera flash and, 115, 116–119

optical slaves and, 106, 122, 154–155

preflash used in, 104, 105

purpose and evolution of, 103–104

radio triggers used with, 118–119, 151

secret of workflow using, 110

Shutter Priority mode and, 100, 107

small flash setup in, 154

third-party speedlights and, 153

wireless flash and, 127, 149

E-TTL radio triggers, 118–119, 151, 155, 339

Evaluative metering mode, 31

Evaluative Through-The-Lens mode. See E-TTL 

flash mode

event photography, 334–347

assistants for, 336, 337

associations for, 338

automotive shots in, 344–345

Auto-Zoom used for, 346

E-TTL flash mode for, 338

festivals and, 342–343, 346–347
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fill flash for, 338, 340, 346

keeping ambient light in, 338

memory creation through, 335

normal and wireless flash used in, 338

pro bono shooting of, 335, 342

publicity shots in, 335

shooting solo in, 336–337, 346

tips for shooting, 335

triggering Speedlites for, 339

weddings and, 339, 340–341

EVs (exposure values), 27

EX Speedlites, 71

exposure, 20–37

aperture and, 22–23, 26

camera modes for, 28–29

depth of field and, 24–25

determining proper, 37

equivalent values for, 26–27

evaluation for flash photography, 34–37

Exposure Compensation and, 31

ISO setting and, 21

LCD display and, 34–35

light meters and, 34

metering and, 30–31

shutter speed and, 21, 26

trinity of, 21–23

white balance and, 32–33

Exposure Compensation (EC), 5

ambient light and, 5, 324

event photography and, 340

FEC used with, 110

metered exposure and, 31

See also Flash Exposure Compensation

exposure modes, 28–29

E-TTL flash mode and, 107

Manual flash mode and, 100

exposure values (EVs), 27

external battery pack, 349

external metering sensor, 72

external power socket, 72

extra-long E-TTL cords, 117

eye socket shadows, 66

EZ Speedlites, 71

Ezybox softbox, 172, 194

event photography with, 337, 342

single Speedlite setup with, 250–251

F

f/stops

apertures and, 22

converting ratios to, 138–139

explanation of, 21

geometry of, 23

power level and, 93

subject-to-light distance and, 48–49

whole and partial, 23

See also aperture

fabric reflectors, 202

Fast Flags, 200, 201

faux-sync speed, 301

feathering the light, 91

FEC. See Flash Exposure Compensation

FEL. See Flash Exposure Lock

festival photography, 342–343, 346–347

See also event photography

fill flash, 3

E-TTL handling of, 105

event photography and, 338, 340, 346

gang light used as, 332–333

High-Speed Sync and, 306–307

ratio of off-camera key light to, 142

single Speedlite as, 239, 240

three-light setup and, 260

warming with CTO gel, 248

fill reflector, 240–241

first-curtain sync, 84

fixed-distance shots, 94

flags, 180, 203

flash

burst of, 71

fill, 3

off-camera, 61

on- and off-axis, 64–65

on-camera, 3, 306

pop-up, 3, 122

stroboscopic, 82, 348–359

sync speed for, 83–87

flash brackets

event photography using, 336–337

for multiple Speedlites, 191

off-camera cord with, 116

Flash Exposure Compensation (FEC)

camera setup for, 109

E-TTL flash mode and, 6–7, 108–111

Exposure Compensation used with, 110

group setup using, 136, 144–145

increments for adjusting, 109

reframing images for, 111

Speedlite setup for, 7, 109, 111

when and how to use, 108

See also Exposure Compensation

flash exposure confirmation lamp

on Speedlite Flashes, 73, 75

on Speedlite Transmitter ST-E2, 79
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Flash Exposure Lock (FEL), 112–113

activating and working with, 112

alternate compositions using, 113

flash exposures

aperture and, 8, 53–54, 56

building in steps, 9

controlling ambient light in, 53–56

faking ambient light with, 59

matching ambient light with, 57–58

positioning lights for, 60–67

power level of, 6–7, 56, 93

shutter speed and, 53

flash hot shoe adapter, 121

Flash white balance, 32

FlashBenders, 171, 177, 181

flashbolt-H button, 295

flashhead

Speedlite 270EX, 76

Speedlite 430EX II, 74

Speedlite 580EX II, 72

flashhead release button, 73

Flashpoint products

Q Beauty Dish grids, 179, 256

Q Series Diffuser Dome, 169

Q snoot, 177

Radio Trigger Set, 124

flash-to-subject distance, 48–49

flashtube, 71, 88

Flex Arm, 209

flexible arms, 209

fluorescent lights, 160–161

balancing Speedlites for, 161

color temperature of, 160

white balance for, 32, 161, 287

Fluorescent white balance, 32, 161, 287

foam core reflectors, 202

focal length. See lens focal length

focus targets, 111

FourSquare

bracket, 191

softbox, 195

Fraser, Bruce, 32

free-agent wireless, 148–149

Fresnel lens, 159

Frio cold shoe, 205

F-Stop Yardstick, 48–49

Full Auto mode, 28

E-TTL flash mode and, 107

Manual flash mode and, 93

full-frame sensors, 111

G

gaffer’s tape, 182, 215, 286

gang lighting, 318–333

author’s discovery of, 319

building rails for, 321

comparing alternatives to, 322

fill flash using, 332–333

freezing action using, 323–325, 330–331

how to create, 319–320

HSS power loss and, 319

math for setting up, 320

mixing Speedlites for, 320

modifying light using, 319

mounting options for, 321

sharing lights for, 321

strip of soft light using, 326–327

triggering options for, 322, 323, 330

unique views using, 328–329

gels, 182, 280–293

attaching to Speedlites, 286

blue-sky effect with, 290–291

color correction, 281, 282–283, 285

color effect (theatrical), 281, 284, 285

cutting your own, 287

event photography and, 340, 342

fill light using, 248

golden-hour effect with, 288–289

intensity adjustments for, 292

major/minor groups of, 280

mixing white balance and, 287

neutral density, 281, 284

noir effect with, 292–293

polarizing, 281

primary uses for, 281

stroboscopic flash and, 353

tip on carrying, 285

geometry of f/stops, 23

Giannatti, Don, 230

glare, 15

glossary, 362–369

gobos, 180–181

gold fabric reflectors, 202

gold reflective umbrellas, 187, 242

Golden Hour Anytime shoot, 117

golden-hour effect, 288–289

Gorillapod, 209

“Green Box” mode, 28

grids, 178–179

purpose of, 178

single Speedlite with, 256–257

snoots vs., 179
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grip gear, 204–215

booms/boom stands, 213

clamps, 207, 208

elastic bungies, 215

flexible arms, 209

gaffer’s tape, 215

hot/cold shoes, 205

light stands, 210

multi-light mounts, 214

poles, 212–213

professional grade, 210

rails, 214

swivel adapters, 206

Velcro straps, 215

groups, 127, 136–145

explanation of, 136

FEC setup for, 136, 144–145

ratios used for, 137–145

right/left setup for, 138

steps for selecting, 136–137

three-group setup, 144–145

two-group setup, 140–143

H

hair light, 64, 260

half-stops, 23

handheld Speedlites, 116, 336–337

hands, used as reflectors, 170

hard light

ratios for portraits using, 140–141

shadows created by, 15, 16

Hatchet lighting, 236

High-Speed Sync and, 308–309

ring light and, 264–265

Hertz (Hz) setting, 349, 350

highlights, 15

High-Speed Sync (HSS), 86, 294–309

action shots and, 302–305

activating, 295

alternatives to, 301

ambient light and, 256

author’s introduction to, 295

dimming the sun using, 311

dramatic light with, 300

explanation of, 294, 298–299

fill flash using, 306–307

gang lighting and, 319

hatchet lighting and, 308–309

normal sync mode vs., 296–297, 298

power output in, 299, 319

soft light and, 330–331

weather changes with, 324

workflow for, 300

histogram, 35–37

information indicated by, 36

loupe for viewing, 36

shape and limits, 37

HMI lights, 282

Hobby, David, 165

Honl, David, 167

Honl products

gobos, 181

grids, 178

snoots, 170, 176

Speed Gobo, 170

Speed Strap, 167, 286

Traveler 8 softbox, 173

Hoodman loupe, 36

horizontal lighting

Lighting Compass for, 61–63

on- and off-axis light, 64–65

Horror lighting, 237

hot lights, 158–159

hot shoe adapters, 120–121

hot shoes, 205

HSS. See High-Speed Sync

human vs. camera vision, 16–19

hyper-fast blinkers, 106

I

iDC products

Double Header, 197

Slipper, 196, 197

Triple Threat, 191, 268

Imedion batteries, 220

incandescent lights, 19, 158

incident light, 30, 42

Industrial Vapor gel, 161, 285

information resources, 370–371

infrared triggers, 123

intensity

of colored gels, 292

of light, 14, 46

intent, lighting with, 12

Inverse Square Law, 46–47, 48, 103

ISO setting

ambient light and, 56

explanation of, 21

J

JPEG files, 32

Justin Clamp, 207
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K

Kacey, Jerry, 198

Kacey Enterprises

Beauty Reflector, 198

Pole Adapter, 212, 213, 337

Speedlight Brackets, 197

Kelvin temperature scale, 40

key light

ambient light vs., 51

classic three-light setup and, 260

ratio of on-camera fill to, 142

single Speedlite as, 239

Krajnak, Mark, 292

L

lampshade shots, 272–273

Lastolite products

Extension Pole, 212, 337

Ezybox softbox, 172, 194, 250, 337

Skylight panels, 200, 201

TriFlash bracket, 191, 278

LCD display on cameras

brightness sensor for, 34

channel selection via, 135

controlling Speedlites from, 76, 87, 98–99

disabling/enabling masters via, 131

exposure evaluation and, 34–35

group C setup via, 145

JPEG previews in, 35

Manual wireless setup via, 147

Master mode setup via, 129

valid use of, 35

LCD panel on Speedlites, 73, 74

channel selection via, 134–135

disabling/enabling masters via, 131

group setup via, 136–137, 144

Manual wireless setup via, 146, 148

Master mode setup via, 129

LD-NiMH batteries, 219

lekos, 159

lens focal length

aperture and, 22

depth of field and, 25

Zoom function and, 88

light

ambient, 4–5, 50–59

angle of, 61

bouncing, 90

character of, 14–15

color of, 19, 39

dimming, 310–317

distance to, 46–49

feathering, 91

hair, 64, 260

incident, 30, 42

intensity of, 14, 46

learning to see, 12–19

mechanics of, 38–49

metering, 30–31

on- and off-axis, 64–65

poetry of, 13

position of, 60–67

reflected, 30, 42–43

rim, 51, 64, 248, 260

separation, 51, 239

shaping, 259

source size, 8, 44–45, 165

temperature of, 15, 40–41

window, 266

Light Boom, 213

light meters, 34, 312

light rails, 214

light stands, 210–211

C-stands, 211

lightweight, 210

lighting

background, 91, 239

clamshell, 262–263

classical, 226–237

gang, 318–333

horizontal, 61–65

with intent, 12

LCD for checking, 35

multiple-Speedlite, 258–279

single-Speedlite, 238–257

vertical, 66–67

Lighting Compass, 61–63, 227

Lighting Inclinometer, 66

lighting styles

Broad lighting, 228

Butterfly lighting, 231

Copy lighting, 232

DMV lighting, 229

Hatchet lighting, 236

Horror lighting, 237

Loop lighting, 234

On the Nose lighting, 230

Rembrandt lighting, 235

Short lighting, 233

Split lighting, 236

Lightroom adjustments, 330

Lightware FourSquare, 191

lightweight stands, 210
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line-of-sight requirement, 132, 151

lithium batteries, 218

location of light. See position of light

locking lever, 73, 75

long E-TTL cords, 117

Loop lighting, 234

loupe, Hoodman, 36

Lovegrove Flash Bracket, 206

LumiQuest products

Cinch Strap, 167

gel holder, 286

ProMax Bounce System, 171

Softbox III, 172

Lumodi Beauty Dish, 198, 199

LumoPro LP160 speedlight, 153

M

Macro Ring Lite MR-14EX, 77

Macro Twin Lite MT-24EX, 77

Magic Arm, 209

Maha chargers, 222, 223

Manfrotto products

Combi-Boom Stand, 213

Flash Shoe, 205

Flex Arm, 209

grip gear, 210

Light Boom, 213

Magic Arm, 209

Nano Stand, 210, 337

Suction Grip, 208

Super Clamp, 207

Swivel Adapter, 206

umbrella adapter, 190

Manual flash mode, 81, 92–101

ambient light and, 100

classic three-light setup and, 260

E-TTL flash mode vs., 6, 94

explanation of, 93

exposure modes and, 100

fixed-distance shots and, 94

Manual exposure mode vs., 95

midpoint power setting in, 96

mixing wireless E-TTL with, 148–149

off-camera flash and, 115, 120–121

optical slaves and, 95, 122

power increments used in, 97

problem switching to, 93

radio triggers and, 124–125

setting on Speedlites, 96–99

Shutter Priority mode and, 100

situations for using, 94–95

small flash setup in, 154

starting with, 81, 93

wireless setup for, 146–147

workflow for using, 100–101

Manual (M) exposure mode, 6, 28

example of shooting in, 29

Manual flash mode vs., 95

situations for using, 100

manual radio triggers, 124–125

connecting Speedlites to, 125

considerations for choosing, 124

E-TTL triggers comparison, 151

mixed-mode setup and, 155

manual speedlights, 153

Manual Zoom option, 88

masters, 127, 128–129

communication by, 128

corded, 150, 268

enabling/disabling, 130

EOS 7D pop-up flash, 129

moving off-camera, 150

positioning for softboxes, 150

Speedlite 580EX, 128–129

units usable as, 128

McNally, Joe, 150, 165, 178, 207, 266, 321

memory making, 335

metal cold shoes, 205

metering light, 30–31

Flash Exposure Lock and, 112

histogram used for, 35–37

limitations to, 312, 340

patterns for, 30, 31

zones for, 30, 104–105

metering modes, 31

Metz 58 AF-IC speedlight, 153

miniphone jack, 120

Minolta Flashmeter IV F, 34

mistakes, learning from, 9

mixed-mode wireless, 148–149

modifiers for Speedlites, 164–203

beauty dishes, 198–199

big light, 185

bounce reflectors, 170–171

built-in, 166

Cinefoil, 182

do-it-yourself, 165

dome diffusers, 168–169

flags, 180, 203

gaffer’s tape, 182

gels, 182

gobos, 180–181

grids, 178–179

kits of essential, 183
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modifiers for Speedlites (continued)
options for mounting, 167

purposes of, 165, 185

reflectors, 202

ring lights, 174–175

scrims/diffusion panels, 200–201

snoots, 176–177

softboxes, 172–173, 192–197

solids, 203

umbrellas, 186–191

monolights, 156

Monroe, Matt, 209

moods

color for creating, 266–267

gels for creating, 284

motion

stroboscopic flash and, 348, 349, 353

See also action photography

mounting Speedlites, 205–209

clamps for, 207, 208

flexible arms for, 209

hot/cold shoes for, 205

multi-light mounts for, 214

swivel adapters for, 206

Multi flash mode, 81, 82, 349

multi-light mounts, 214

MultiMAX radio trigger, 125

multiple-Speedlite setup, 258–279

advantages of using, 259

choosing Speedlites for, 259

clamshell lighting with, 262–263

classic portraits with, 260–261

creating mood with color in, 266–267

lampshade shots with, 272–273

ring and hatchet light with, 264–265

second-curtain sync with, 276–277

silver umbrella with, 268–269

softboxes with, 270–271

stroboscopic flash with, 352

twin lights used in, 278–279

water-based shots and, 274–275

See also single-Speedlite setup

N

Nano Stand, 210, 337

Nasty Clamp, 209

neutral density filters, 301, 311

neutral density gels, 281, 284

night effects

dimming the sun for, 310–316

noir portrait effect, 292–293

NiMH batteries, 219

NiZn batteries, 220

noir portrait effect, 292–293

number-of-flashes setting, 349–350

O

OC-E3 Off-Camera Flash Cord, 116, 339

Octa softbox, 191

off-axis light, 64–65

off-camera flash, 61, 114–125

2nd-curtain sync and, 85

built-in wireless for, 118, 127

E-TTL cords for, 116–117

E-TTL radio triggers for, 118–119

handholding at arm’s length, 116

hot shoe adapters for, 120–121

infrared triggers for, 123

manual radio triggers for, 124–125

moving masters for, 150

optical slaves for, 122–123

options for controlling, 115

reason for using, 115

summary of options for, 259

sync cords for, 120–121

See also wireless flash

On the Nose lighting, 230

on-axis light, 64–65

on-camera flash

E-TTL mode and, 106

full sun and, 306

problem with, 115

when to use, 3

See also pop-up flash

one-Speedlite setup. See single-Speedlite setup

opening up, 22

open-sided frames, 201

optical slaves, 122–123

basics of using, 122

Canon EX-compatible, 122–123

E-TTL preflash and, 106, 122, 154–155

infrared triggers for, 123

Manual flash mode and, 95, 154

pluses and minuses of, 122

Orbis ring light, 175

overexposed images, 36

P

Paderewski Festival, 342–343

panning Speedlites, 90–91

modifying light by, 166

range available for, 90

parabolic aluminized reflector (PAR), 159

Paramount lighting, 231
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Partial metering mode, 31

path of light, 14

patterns, metering, 30, 31

PC sync cords, 120–121, 259

Photoshop retouching, 332

pigments, color of, 39

pilot lamp/button

on Speedlite flashes, 73, 75

on Speedlite Transmitter ST-E2, 79

Plusgreen gels, 285

PocketWizard radio triggers

E-TTL, 119, 155

manual, 125, 155

poetry of light, 13

polarizing gels, 281

poles, 212–213, 337

pop-up flash, 3

Canon EOS 7D, 129, 131, 135

optical slaves and, 122

See also on-camera flash

portraits

classical lighting for, 226–237

hard light setup for, 140–141

multiple-Speedlite setup for, 258–279

single-Speedlite setup for, 238–257

soft light setup for, 141

stroboscopic flash for, 354–355, 358–359

position of light, 60–67

horizontal lighting, 61–65

Lighting Compass and, 61–63

Lighting Inclinometer and, 66

on- and off-axis light, 64–65

quality of light based on, 239

vertical lighting, 66–67

power level settings, 6–7

changing the aperture vs., 56

duration of flash and, 71

increments used for, 97

Manual flash and, 93, 95

maximizing/minimizing, 95

midpoint used for, 96

stroboscopic flash and, 349, 350

Powerex batteries, 220

PowerGenix batteries, 220

PowerPax battery caddies, 223

practical fixtures, 59, 158

preflash, 104

hyper-fast blinkers and, 106

optical slaves and, 106, 122

steps for seeing, 105

studio packs and, 149

preset zone shots, 95

primary colors, 39

pro bono work, 335, 342

Professional Photographers of America (PPA), 338

Program (P) mode, 4, 28, 107

ProMax Bounce System, 171

publicity photos, 335

pull-out diffuser, 88

Q

Quadra RX strobe, 157

Quantum Qflash, 157

Quick Control Dial, 5

R

radio triggers

E-TTL mode, 118–119, 151, 155, 339

manual, 124–125, 151, 155

RadioPopper products

JrX radio trigger, 125, 155

PX radio trigger, 118–119, 155, 339

rails, 214, 321

Ranger RX strobe, 157

ratios, 127, 137–145

A:B ratios, 140–143

A:B C ratios, 144–145

converting to stops, 138–139

creating contrast using, 139

distance related to, 139

hard light setup using, 140–141

on-camera fill to off-camera key, 142

between opposing off-camera lights, 143

right/left settings for, 138

soft light setup using, 141

RAW files, 32

Ray Flash, 174

Real World Camera Raw
(Fraser and Schewe), 32

rechargeable batteries, 219, 220

recomposing images

FEL feature used for, 113

focus targets used for, 111

recycling time, 221, 259

redundancy, 259

reflected light, 30, 42–43

reflections

angle of, 42

direct vs. diffuse, 43

reflective umbrellas, 186–187, 242

reflectors, 202

beauty dish, 198–199

bounce, 170–171
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reflectors (continued)
collapsible disk, 200

fabric, 202

foam core, 202

Rembrandt lighting, 235

right/left setup, 138

rim light, 51, 64, 248, 260

ring lights, 174–175

hatchet light and, 264–265

Orbis, 175

Ray Flash, 174

Rogue FlashBenders, 171, 177, 181

Rosco products

Cinefoil, 182

Gels, 281, 284, 285

Roscolux color gels, 285

S

SAAF mnemonic, 53

Sanyo 2700 battery, 219, 220

Schewe, Jeff, 32

scissor clamp, 208

screwlock PC port, 72, 120

scrims, 200–201

second-curtain sync, 84–85

fast shutter speeds and, 85

multiple Speedlites and, 276–277

sensor size, 111

separation light, 51, 239

Shade white balance, 32

shadowlines, 15

shadows

character of, 8

edges of, 15, 44

fill flash and, 3, 105

hard vs. soft light and, 15, 16

position of, 66

tinting, 284

shaping light, 259

shoot-through umbrellas, 186, 242, 252

Short lighting, 233

Shur-Line Easy Reach, 212, 337

Shutter Priority (Tv) mode, 4, 28

E-TTL flash mode and, 100, 107

example of shooting in, 29

Manual flash mode and, 100

shutter release, 349

shutter speed

ambient light and, 8, 53, 54–56, 244, 310

aperture and, 26–27

dimming the sun using, 312–313, 316

dragging the shutter, 55, 56, 86

explanation of, 21

flash exposures and, 53

single-Speedlite setup and, 244–245

stroboscopic flash and, 82, 350, 354

sync speed and, 55, 83, 85, 296–297

silhouettes, 246–247

silk scrims, 200

silver fabric reflectors, 202

silver reflective umbrellas, 187, 268–269

silver softboxes, 192

single-Speedlite setup, 238–257

candlelight with, 254–255

clamshell lighting with, 262

Ezyboxes with, 250–251

fill reflector with, 240–241

gelled fill with, 248–249

grids with, 256–257

positioning light for, 239

purposes served by, 239

shutter speed and, 244–245

silhouettes created with, 246–247

stroboscopic flash with, 351

umbrellas with, 242–243, 252–253

See also multiple-Speedlite setup

single-use batteries, 218

skies, dramatic, 324

Skyports radio trigger, 125

slang for Speedliters, 362–369

slave IDs, 127, 136

See also groups

slaves, 127, 132–134

Auto Power Off timer on, 134

line-of-sight requirement for, 132, 151

manually zooming, 134

off-camera masters and, 150

ready indicator for, 133

sensor location for, 132

setting up Manual mode, 148

softbox setup for, 150

stroboscopic flash configuration, 352

turning off wireless mode on, 135

units usable as, 132

Slow Sync mode, 86–87

small flash mixes, 154–155

smart chargers, 222

snoots, 176–177

grids vs., 179

rolling inside out, 177

used as bounce reflector, 170

Society of Sport & Event Photographers, 338

soft charge mode, 223

soft light

High-Speed Sync and, 330–331
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ratios for portraits using, 141

shadows created by, 15, 16

softboxes for creating, 172–173, 250

softboxes, 172–173, 192–197

adapters for, 196–197

anatomy of, 192–193

buying considerations, 195

converting studio, 196–197

event photography with, 337

Ezybox, 172, 194, 250, 337

FourSquare, 195

multiple Speedlites in, 270–271

pros and cons of, 194

single Speedlite in, 250–251

Speedlite-mounted, 172–173

umbrellas vs., 270

Westcott Apollo, 193, 199, 270

wireless flash using, 150

solids, 203

Sonia optical slaves, 122–123

Sparrow Plate, 208

specular highlights, 15

Speed Gobo, 170

Speed Pro bracket, 196

Speed Strap, 167, 286

Speedlite 270EX, 76

Speedlite 430EX

custom functions, 373

group setup, 137, 145

Manual power setting, 97

Multi mode option, 349

Slave mode setting, 133

Speedlite 430EX II, 127

comparison to 580EX II, 75

custom functions, 373

features overview, 74–75

FEC settings, 7, 111

group setup, 137, 145

Manual power setting, 97

Slave mode setting, 133

wireless menu, 127

Speedlite 580EX

channel selection, 135

custom functions, 373

disabling/enabling as master, 131

group setup, 136, 145

Manual power setting, 96

Master mode setting, 128–129

master-slave switch, 129

Slave mode setting, 133

wireless manual setup, 146

Speedlite 580EX II, 127

camera menu controls, 98–99

channel selection, 134, 135

comparison to 430EX II, 75

custom functions, 372

disabling/enabling as master, 131

features overview, 72–73

FEC settings, 7, 111

group setup, 136, 144–145

Manual power setting, 96, 98

manual wireless setup, 146–147

Master mode setting, 128–129

Slave mode setting, 133

wireless menu, 127

Speedlite Transmitter ST-E2, 127

comparison to Speedlite flashes, 79

features overview, 78–79

Speedlites

Auto Power Off feature, 134

batteries for, 216–223

camera-based control of, 87, 98–99

color balance of, 281

custom functions for, 372–373

essential truths about, 8–9

event photography using, 334–347

FEC setup using, 109, 111

gels used with, 280–293

grip gear for, 204–215

handholding with off-camera cord, 116

hot lights mixed with, 158–159

information in names of, 71

Manual power settings on, 96–99

mode options on, 81–82

modifiers for, 164–203

multiple-light setup using, 258–279

off-camera control of, 114–125

optical slave compatible with, 122–123

overview of features on, 72–76

panning and tilting, 90–91

positioning of, 60–67

power level settings for, 6–7, 93, 95

reducing recycling time of, 221

single-light setup using, 238–257

small flash mixed with, 154–155

softboxes for, 172–173, 193–195

strobes mixed with, 157

stroboscopic flash with, 82, 348–359

sync settings for, 83–87

terminology related to, 362–369

third-party alternatives to, 153

web resources on, 370–371

wireless flash using, 118, 127–151

zoom function on, 88–89, 166, 314
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Speedliting.com website, 370

spigots, 206

Split lighting, 236

sports photography

High Speed Sync for, 302–303

Manual flash mode and, 95

stroboscopic flash and, 353, 358–359

See also action photography

Spot metering mode, 31, 112

spotlight effect, 314, 316

Stailey, Justin, 207

stands. See light stands

ST-E2 wireless transmitter. See Speedlite 

Transmitter ST-E2

Sto-Fen Omni-Bounce, 168, 194, 340

stops

converting ratios to, 138–139

stopping down/opening up, 22

use of term, 21

See also aperture; f/stops

strobes

battery-powered, 157

mixing Speedlites and, 157

stroboscopic flash, 82, 348–359

action photos and, 353, 356–359

considerations for using, 353

general requirements for, 349

multi-Speedlite setup for, 352

portraits shot with, 354–355, 358–359

setting Speedlites for, 349–350

shutter speed and, 350, 354

single-Speedlite setup for, 351

slave configuration for, 352

studying motion with, 348

studio packs

E-TTL preflash and, 149

explanation of, 156

studio softboxes, 196–197

subject-to-light distance, 47, 48–49

subtractive primaries, 39

Suction Grip, 208

sunlight

dimming, 310–317

event photos and, 344

gang lighting and, 332–333

High-Speed Sync and, 306–307, 311

rim light from, 51, 248

shadows created by, 44, 66

See also ambient light

Super Clamp, 207

swivel adapters, 206

sync cords, 120–121

sync speed, 83–87

1st-curtain sync, 84

2nd-curtain sync, 84–85, 276–277

explanation of, 55, 83, 296

High-Speed Sync, 86, 294–295, 298–309

shutter speed and, 55, 83, 85, 296–297

Slow Sync, 86–87

X-sync, 296

T

telephoto lenses, 25

temperature of light, 15, 40–41

See also color temperature

terminology for Speedliters, 362–369

theatrical gels, 281, 284

theatrical lights, 159

third-party speedlights, 153

third-stops, 23

three-group setup, 144–145

three-Speedlite setup

classic portraits using, 260–261

silver umbrella used with, 268–269

See also multiple-Speedlite setup

tilting Speedlites, 90–91

modifying light by, 166

range available for, 90

timer-based chargers, 222

tinting shadows, 284

Traveler 8 softbox, 173

TriFlash bracket, 191, 278

triggers

E-TTL radio, 118–119, 151, 155, 339

gang light, 322, 323, 330

infrared, 123

manual radio, 124–125, 155

Triple Threat bracket, 191, 268

tripods, 349

TTL flash metering, 103

See also E-TTL flash mode

tungsten lights, 19, 41, 158–159, 283

Tungsten white balance, 32, 41, 158, 283, 287, 290

Tv mode. See Shutter Priority (Tv) mode

twin-Speedlite setup

shooting portraits using, 260–261

See also multiple-Speedlite setup

two-group setup, 140–143
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U

umbrellas, 186–191

adapters for, 190

collapsible, 189

convertible, 188

double setup for, 191

fabrics used for, 186–187

mounting Speedlites to, 191

positioning, 190

pros and cons of, 187

reflective, 186–187, 242

shoot-through, 186, 242, 252

single Speedlite with, 242–243, 252–253

sizes available for, 189

softboxes compared to, 270

trio of Speedlites in, 268–269

underexposed images, 36

V

Vapor Industrial gel, 161, 285

Vari-ND filter, 301

Velcro straps, 167, 215, 286

vertical lighting, 66–67

video lights, 159

vineyard wedding, 340–341

vision, human vs. camera, 16–19

W

water

High-Speed Sync for freezing, 304–305

multiple-Speedlite setup in, 274–275

weather sealing, 73

web resources, 370–371

wedding photography

example of, 340–341

suggestions for shooting, 339

See also event photography

Welch, MD, 295, 332

Westcott products

#2001 umbrella, 189

Apollo softbox, 193, 199, 270

Fast Flags, 200, 201

Scrim Jim panels, 200, 201

Wheels of Wellness event, 344–345

WhiBal card, 33

white balance settings, 19, 32–33

color temperature and, 40, 283

list of available, 32

mixing gels with, 287

when to set, 33

white fabric reflectors, 202

White Fluorescent setting, 32, 287

white reflective umbrellas, 187

white softboxes, 192

wide-angle diffuser panel, 72, 74, 88, 166

wide-angle lenses, 25

window light, 266, 288

wireless flash, 118, 126–151

2nd-curtain sync and, 85

Auto Power Off feature and, 134

built-in system for, 118, 127, 339

channels used for, 134–135

enabling/disabling, 130–131

E-TTL as basis of, 127, 149

free-agent setup for, 148–149

groups used for, 136–145

jargon related to, 127

line-of-sight requirement for, 132, 151

Manual mode setup for, 146–147, 260

master unit for, 128–129, 150

mixed-mode setup for, 148–149

moving masters for, 150

panning/tilting for, 91

pros and cons of, 127

radio triggers and, 118–119, 124–125, 151, 339

ratios for, 137–145

slave units for, 132–134

studio packs and, 149

See also off-camera flash

wireless menu, 127

wireless sensor, 72, 74, 132

Wizard Dual-Flash bracket, 214

workflows

for E-TTL flash mode, 110

for High-Speed Sync mode, 300

for Manual flash mode, 100–101

WPF-1 Flash Bracket, 116, 336–337

WPPI convention, 339

X

xenon gas, 71

X-Rite ColorChecker, 32–33

X-sync speed, 296

Z

Zacuto Z-finder, 332

Ziser, David, 339

zones, metering, 30

Zoom function on Speedlites, 88–89, 166, 

314, 346

Zoom/wireless button, 73, 74
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